MAP SHOWING IDENTIFIED RESOURCES, MINERAL RESOURCE POTENTIAL, AND SIMPLIFIED GEOLOGY OF THE HELL'S HALF ACRE WILDERNESS STUDY AREA, BINGHAM AND BONNEVILLE COUNTIES, IDAHO
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EXPLANATION OF IDENTIFIED RESOURCES AND MINERAL RESOURCE POTENTIAL

- High concentrations of palaeohot springs
- High concentrations of ore lenses

MAP OF IDENTIFIED RESOURCES

- Quaternary

DESCRIPTION OF MAP UNITS

- Snake River Basalt
- Brasiel Range of Hell's Half Acre basalt
- Wind River Range of St. Mary's Rhyolite

LEGENDS OF MINERAL POTENTIAL

- High mineral potential
- Moderate mineral potential
- No mineral potential

LEGENDS OF GEOLOGY

- Surface water
- High concentration of palaeohot springs
- High concentration of ore lenses

Note: Map shown east of 117°17' is part of topographic base only.